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An Epic Escape Room in a Box?!
An escape room in a box?! Yep, that’s what Epic Escapes are offering, we are challenging the
status-quo of board gaming to give people the opportunity to participate in high-octane interactive
escape rooms...from the comfort of their own home!
The concept is pretty simple, our Escape Room In A Box (3 in 1) gives you what you need to make
your own fully immersive escape room without even having to escape the house!
We provide everything you need; fool-proof clear instructions with hint cards, high-quality puzzles,
hardware and other necessary consumables you’ll need for the escape rooms. There is not just
one, or two escape rooms in our escape room box, but three, all with their own distinct vibe,
story, difficulty and strategy. They’re sure to hold the attention and interest of both beginner,
novice and experienced escape-roomers - you might end up begging the gamemaster for one of
those hint cards!
Crime - You’re house-sitting for a friend, all is well until shadows move past the living room
window followed by a sinister knock at the door. Turns out, your friend is a marked man and you
seek refuge from the criminal abductors in his panic room. In your hurried and anxious state, you
end up locked in with no easy way out. You have one hour until the oxygen runs out. How can you
escape?
Piracy - On a lonely merchant navy tanker, your captain goes missing to be replaced with a new
one on a return voyage from Hong Kong to Bremen. Heading for the Suez canal, your captain
summons you and the crew for an emergency meeting. Before you can react, you are locked in and
you feel the ship change its course. Maybe the ship’s ‘important’ payload isn’t all that it seemed.
You must escape and find out before your time is up.
Hijack - You’re following a trace on a potential hijack plan. Inside the hijacker’s house, you’re
searching for intel but find yourself trapped in the hijacker’s secure stash room. The plans are here,
but they are encoded. Your task is to decode the plans to identify the plane, save its passengers
and escape the room.

Epic Escapes escape rooms provide an awesome new option for enjoying your time at home.
“A really well designed, high quality, at-home product, with a clear story and flow. Brilliant for
first-time escape roomers as the puzzles were well structured and understandable.” - Kent Escape
Room Reviews
They’re perfect for school holidays, dinner parties and chill time at weekends, particularly on those
long and dreary rainy days (and there are usually a few…!). Dinner parties and family gatherings
can be turned into interactive experiences where family members and friends work together, or
competitively in small teams, to complete challenges and escape the room. You can start a
leaderboard, or challenge people to break the house record. You can even go to town with props
and dim the lights to create a nail-biting atmosphere adding to the tension of a truly epic escape
room!
“Cleverly constructed and it really is a great way of spending time with friends. You can use time
and time again with a different group of friends and I thoroughly recommend this game to all.” Judy Stewart
Epic Escapes escape rooms are suitable for 3 - 6 players which perfectly suits families, housemates,
events, parties, etc. Even with more players, spectating is super-fun and it’s easy to rotate players
to give everyone a turn. Not only are Epic Escapes escape rooms fun and interactive, but they also
stimulate lateral thinking and problem-solving skills as well as creativity and attention spans.
Feeling trapped by lockdown restrictions? Wanting some more at home entertainment to get you
through? Get our FREE weekly brainteasers: https://www.epic-escapes.games/brainteaser/
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